The label shinkankakuha refers to a group of young writers who in 1924 broke away from the high-circulation literary magazine Bungei shunju (Literary Seasons) to found another magazine, Bungeijidai (The Literary Age). The group expressed impatience with what it saw as "realist" styles of prose fiction and sought to apply a measure of the formal experimentation pioneered in Japanese poetry and visual art to the more conservative genre of prose fiction. The members' theoretical writings disavowed "objective description" in favor of a radical subjectivism that would be expressed, paradoxically, through more intensive engagement with the material world. 3 In the group's most prominent theoretical statement, its leader, Yokomitsu Riichi, wrote, "The phenomenon of perception for the shinkankakuha is, to put it briefly, the direct, intuitive sensation of a subjectivity that peels away the naturalized exterior aspects and leaps into the thing itself."4 Yokomitsu's fictional and critical writings reveal a fascination with direct, subjective sensory experiences and a countervailing anxiety about the effects of such experiences on both individual psychology and social institutions.
The shinkankakuha writers can be situated globally among the twentiethcentury theorists who offered, in Ben Singer's words, "a neurological conception of modernity" and "insisted that modernity must... be understood in terms of a fundamentally different register of subjective experience, characterized by the physical and perceptual shocks of the modern urban environment."5 The members of the shinkankakuha were by no means the only Japanese intellectuals to offer such a "neurological conception." Japan's encounter with the West in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has often been troped as a series of shocks, as the physical environment, the structure and pace of everyday life, and the conceptual frameworks of society were rapidly and radically transformed. In the words of the leading late-Meiji period novelist, Natsume Soseki, the strain of attempting to adjust to the accelerating pace of change into the twentieth century inevitably led the Japanese people to an "incurable nervous breakdown."6
The works of the shinkankakuha school and of the independent cinema of Kinugasa appeared at a time when the pace of change and the shocks of modernity were especially pronounced. The capital city of Tokyo had been leveled by the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 and its subsequent deadly fires. A radically transformed city had appeared, pell-mell, from the ashes. New technologies, such as the subway, ocean liner, zeppelin, airplane, and radio, were transforming the experience of space and time, adding to the already pervasive technologies of the locomotive, printing press, and cinema. As these changes were taking place, a new conception of moder life emerged in Japan, focusing on mobility, leisure, and consumption, even as the economy stalled and Marxist and anarchist critiques gained traction among the intelligentsia. 7 As one artistic response to the tumultuous change occurring during he decade, Kinugasa's independent films articulate a warning about the dangers of hyperstimulation and consumer spectacle while simultaneously exploiting an aesthetic of modernist speed and visual sensuousness. These films provide a provocative link between the everyday experience of modernity in a rapidly transforming nation and the themes and techniques of modernism in Japan.
Japanese Film in Transition. The 1920s were a particularly contentious period for film in Japan. Hollywood and its stars were enthusiastically embraced by a broad and avid filmgoing public. Domestically produced, action-packed period films reached high levels of technical facility and popularity as well. The 1920s were also when the benshi-narrators who provided commentary and intertitle dialogue at silent film screenings-became popular. The best of the benshi became stars in their own right, sometimes receiving higher billing than the films they narrated.
Despite the seeming vitality of Japanese cinematic culture, however, domestic critics expressed dissatisfaction with numerous aspects of domestic film production, presentation, and reception. Critics and filmmakers affiliated with the pure film movement pressured the film industry to bring the domestic product up to what they perceived to be international standards and encouraged the ideal of self-sufficient film narrative that did not rely on the narrative skills of the benshi.8
Many of the most important directors in Japanese film history emerged during the decade, including Ito Daisuke, Inagaki Hiroshi, Gosho Heinosuke, Ozu Yasujiro, Mizoguchi Kenji, and Kinugasa Teinosuke.
Kinugasa's career reflects many of the changes under way in Japanese cinema in the 1920s. He began as an oyama, or male actor specializing in female roles, moving from theater to film in 1917. At this time, both stage and screen were dominated by the all-male performance culture of the kabuki theater, carried into the modern period by both kabuki and shinpa, a melding of Japanese and European dramatic forms. Kinugasa played the female lead in the landmark film drama Ikeru shikabane (The Living Corpse, Tanaka Eizo, 1918), but as oyama film actors-among the first targets of the reformist pure film movement-began to be replaced by female performers, Kinugasa deftly repositioned himself as a director rather than an actor.
Debuting as a director in 1920, Kinugasa worked first for Nikkatsu and then for Makino studios, breaking with the latter to form his own independent production group, the Shinkankakuha eiga renmei, in 1926. After producing A Page of Madness with the Shinkaknkakuha eiga renmei, he led his own production unit, period dramas, Kinugasa engaged thematically with aspects of moder urban lifeespecially those related to sensory stimulation-that cinema both reflected and created. As I shall explore below, the theme of sensory stimulation ties Kinugasa's work to the theory, criticism, and literature of the shinkankakuha and more broadly to interwar Japanese modernism in its various literary and artistic incarnations.
Kinugasa, Japanese Modernism, and the Shinkankakuha. The scenario for Kinugasa's A Page of Madness developed from consultations between the director and several members of the shinkankakuha, but it was Kawabata who eventually became Kinugasa's primary collaborator. Reflecting a film culture that placed a strong value on the screenplay as an independent or semi-independent literary genre, Kawabata published a version of the screenplay in the July 1926 issue of Eigajidai (The Film Age), a journal with strong ties to the shinkankakuha.'0 Several members of the shinkankakuha were involved in the promotion of the film, and although they failed to materialize, further collaborations with Kinugasa were planned. This collaborative context was highlighted in the credits and publicity for A Page of Madness, which was presented as "the first work of the Shinkankakuha Film Alliance."" While the historical details of this collaboration are intriguing, they will not be my focus here. Rather, I will investigate Kinugasa's and the shinkankakuha's shared attention to sense perception and suggest that the sensorium of cinema was a key aspect of the modernity to which Japanese modernism, both cinematic and literary, responded.
A Page of Madness is one of the first examples of independent narrative filmmaking in Japan and has garnered considerable international attention since its rediscovery in the early 1970s. It is the most radical of the trio of formally experimental films Kinugasa made in the 1920s. The first, The Sun, was based on a novel by the leading member of the shinkankakuha, Yokomitsu Riichi, and initiated Kinugasa's involvement with this group. Set at the semimythical dawn of Japanese history, this ambitious film, now lost, established Kinugasa's progressive oeuvre as distinct from his previous work as an oyama and studio director.
The second of Kinugasa's three independent films, A Page of Madness, cemented his reputation as an innovative filmmaker. Several critics praised the work as the first Japanese film worthy of an international audience.12 The third film, Crossways, attracted less commentary in Japan but achieved historical status when Kinugasa screened it in Europe in 1928, making it the first Japanese work to be presented to Western audiences as an "art film."12
The remarkable avant-garde aesthetic of A Page of Madness can be explicated in at least three contexts: (1) as part of the broad surge of Japanese avant-garde and modernist art and literature produced in the 1920s; (2) as representative of the pure film movement in Japanese cinema and film criticism; and (3) in its specific relation to the shinkankakuha. While Kinugasa's collaboration with the shinkankakuha writers is clearly the most obvious context in which to discuss the film, both it and the shinkankakuha group must first be placed against the larger background of avant-garde artistic and literary activity in interwar Japan.
During the interwar period, Japanese intellectuals became increasingly confident that their cultural expressions were unfolding parallel to the latest trends in Europe and America. Such a conviction presupposed the rapid transmission of foreign works to Japan, as well as the existence of a receptive and competent audience for them, and such was indeed the case.
We can identify three primary channels mediating the introduction of European modernist and avant-garde art and literature to Japan: (1) the transnational flow of people; (2) the exhibition of visual works; and (3) This brief stanza encapsulates many of the thematic preoccupations of Japanese modernism, beginning with the fixation on diverse aspects of modern technology, including the cinematic apparatus, the elevator, and the technologies of printing that make possible the poem's "typographic" expressionism. An atmosphere of social and political repression is evoked in such phrases as "a film of massacre"
and "an underground room encased in lead pipes"; the practice of state censorship (and the associated self-censorship of publishing houses) is invoked by the expressive appropriation offuseji, characters (typically x's or black dots) used to blot out or stand in for objectionable words and phrases. Other lines allude to what the state might want to repress: (political) violence, grotesquerie, and illicit sexual practices. Over the following decade, as the subversive themes explored here migrated to such mass media as cinema and popular magazines, the themes were codified in the ubiquitous slang phrases ero-guro and ero-guro-nansensu (abbreviations for erotic-grotesque and erotic-grotesque-nonsense).
Hagiwara's poetry collection was also significant because it was a multimedia collaborative effort by the poet and the members of the Mavo artists collective, The Mavo group's work was merely the most radical expression of a profound interest in advanced European art movements and a strong desire to reform-and in some cases revolutionize-Japanese representational practices. A sustained interest in German expressionist drama and other progressive theater movements was medi- Screenings of German expressionist and French impressionist films arguably gave the Japanese intelligentsia their most direct access to contemporary European visual and narrative experimentation. Three works with particularly strong As Aaron Gerow has argued, in addition to their intertextual relationship to
European avant-garde theater and film, Kinugasa's works, particularly the intertitlefree A Page of Madness, occupy important positions in the ongoing pure film movement in Japan.20 Broadly speaking, this movement campaigned for a self-sufficiency of filmic narrative, thereby negating the need for the benshi-or, to put it another way, preventing the film from being a pretext for the benshi's vocal performance.
Critics affiliated with this movement were also highly conscious of the international position of Japanese cinema and sought to encourage the production of films that would be of comparable technical quality and narrative self-sufficiency as the products coming out of Europe and America.
An article on A Page of Madness by shinkankakuha writer Kataoka Teppei, published just before the film's release, illustrates the pervasiveness of the arguments favoring pure film. Kataoka's article stands firmly within the pure film critical tradition in its rejection of filmmaking "for the sake of telling stories"-that is, in the service of the benshi's narrative. Kataoka's remarks are especially striking in that they combined critique and the language of constructivism, reminiscent of Soviet montage theory, with the vocabulary of "sensory perception," which was the hallmark of shinkankakuha literary theory. Indeed, Kataoka's argument represents an important bridge between film criticism and the literary theory of the shinkankakuha:
Today, the age of film for the sake of telling stories is gradually passing away.
Ultimately, the film must be a progression of mutual understanding formed only between the moving picture and the senses (kankaku) that watch it. A film progresses; then it ends.
The viewer must unify the impressions bestowed by this progression and understand it naturally. From one incident on the globe, [the filmmaker must] select many various cross-sections and present these selected sections to the senses (kankaku) of the viewer. This, and only this, is the true responsibility of film. 2' In Kataoka's formulation, then, meaning is produced through a "mutual" and "natural" understanding of the progression of images selected by the filmmaker and the "senses" of the viewer. This forecloses the need for rational or intellectual intervention on either a benshi's or the viewer's part, in favor of a seemingly prerational circuit between the film and the viewer's sensory apparatus (reminding us of Yokomitsu's call for the "direct, intuitive sensation of... subjectivity" in shinkankakuha literature).22 This prerational conception of film reception is significant in light of the anxiety around sense perception expressed in other shinkankakuha critical writings and in Kinugasa's films themselves.
The name shinkankakuha, though bestowed on the young cofounders of the Bungeijidai (Literary Age) by an outside journalist, was seized upon by the members themselves, who quickly elaborated the idea of a new (shin) approach to sense with his wife (Nakagawa Yoshie), who was institutionalized many years before after she attempted to drown her baby in a well. A subplot focuses on the man's anxiety that his wife's mental condition will doom the marriage prospects of their teenaged daughter (Iijima Ayako). The primacy of this melodramatic narrative is undermined, however, by the film's lack of intertitles and frequent excursions into fantasy and visual excess, including in the opening montage, which features a female dancer (revealed to be one of the inmates) (Minami Eiko); a feverish depiction of a riot in the asylum; a sequence in which the custodian daydreams of winning a raffle at a neighborhood festival; and the brilliant penultimate sequence, in which the custodian presents masks to the inmates, thereby offering them a chimerical escape from madness-an escape, that is, from an extreme form of the interiority and alienation characteristic of modern subjectivity.29
The considerable pathos of the film derives not only from the custodian's deep concern for his deranged wife and vulnerable daughter but also from the strained mental condition of the custodian, whose frequent daydreams and near-hallucinatory visions bespeak the danger of the infectious spread of the inmates' "madness." Thus, the film's narrative structure induces anxiety that the "madness," as indexed by the film's disorienting mise-en-scene and battery of visual distortions, will pass from the janitor to the viewers of the film. Except for identifying with the viewpoint of the janitor as the protagonist, viewers are offered no framing mechanism or more stable perspective from which to make sense of the film or to establish a firm boundary between "sanity" and "insanity."
In exploring the realms of psychic trauma, Kinugasa draws attention to the senses of sight and sound throughout the film. Although A Page of Madness is, in one respect, silent, sound is evoked repeatedly, from the opening montage con-sisting of images of pouring rain, to the shots of a dancer cross-cut with more images of rain, to the hand-drawn images representing lightning, to the close-ups of brass instruments and a drum. Such visual evocations of sound also prevail in the sequence in which the custodian tries to escape the asylum with his wife. We see a dense succession of images of feet stepping on a wooden floor; prisoners laughing scornfully at the escaping couple; and a dog barking in the night. These sound-evoking images effectively convey the oversensitive sense perceptions of the anxious custodian, who fears that the noises will alert the asylum's doctors to the couple's attempt to escape.
Since the pure film movement was ongoing at the time A Page of Madness was made, the film's strongly aural quality could be seen as Kinugasa's attempt to preempt or "drown out" the explanatory presence of the benshi, just as not using intertitles spurns another customary verbal supplement to the cinematic image.
Indeed, the film's relationship to the benshi institution was a focus of debate among contemporary critics. According to an account by Iwasaki Akira, the successful reception of A Page of Madness at Tokyo's Musashinokan Theater was in part due to the skill and sensitivity of renowned benshi Tokugawa Musei: "Leaving ample room for the viewers' freedom in the story and its interpretation, he heightened the atmosphere of Kinugasa's picture and added his own accents, managing to leave the audience satisfied when they finished watching it, like a true master."30
Ironically, while the elimination of intertitles could be seen as an attempt to limit the role of the benshi, some pure film-oriented critics took Kinugasa to task for giving the benshi freer reign.31 Regardless of Kinugasa's ultimate success in circumventing the benshi's role, the strikingly aural effects evoked by the film's visual images demonstrate the degree to which Kinugasa's work shares Kataoka's view that filmmaking should present information directly "to the senses of the viewer," rather than exist "for the sake of telling stories."
The sense of sight is vividly evoked by the film's constant attention to the gaze and the film's dizzying optical effects, including lens distortions, multiple exposures, incongruous lighting, angular and inverted compositions, and jarring camera movements, in addition to the rhythmical montage discussed earlier.32 The film's riot sequence, however, thematizes the sense of sight most directly. The sequence begins as the custodian's wife passes by the dancer's cell; a shot of the wife staring with demented amusement at the dancing woman through the cell bars is cross-cut with a lens-distorted image of the dancer, presenting, we assume, the wife's deranged perception of the dancer's movements. Several women inmates then rush up to the cell bars to watch the dancer. (Even though there are now several spectators, the cross-cut shots of the dancer are still shown through the distorting lens associated with the wife's subjective gaze.) As the spectators' excitement builds, a group of male inmates rushes in, and the crowd's agitation quickly approaches that of sexual frenzy. The spectators' mounting agitation is presented effectively through accelerating montage and distorting camera effects. When the hospital's staff attempts to pull the inmates away from the cell door, a full-fledged riot breaks out, as inmates battle staffers in a melee reminiscent in its stylistic overtones of Hollywood slapstick.
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Kinugasa's nod to slapstick caps the already meta-discursive nature of this sequence. It takes no great leap to see in the quickly distracted inmates a parallel to modem subjects exposed to such consumer spectacles as dance reviews, sexualized advertising, and the cinema itself. The bars of the cell separate the inmates from their visual object as film spectators are separated from the objects of their visual desires by the cinematic apparatus. Separated from the source of their stimulation by the cell bars and bereft of their rational facilities by their mental status, the inmates are thrown into a condition of extreme nervous agitation-indeed, they seem to be reduced to moving, desiring, and potentially violent "sense receptors." Ultimately, the janitor is also swept into the "madness," as he loses himself in a tussle with one of the inmates, while, in a role reversal, his now-subdued wife watches passively.
The anxiety expressed in this scene was addressed in the above-cited theoretical treatise by Yokomitsu Riichi, who clearly saw a danger in the shinkankauha's valorization of sense perception. "If it were possible for a human to fundamentally enact purely sensory activity (kankaku katsudo)," he wrote, "that person would be no more than an animal. It is humans who perform rational activity; it must not be permitted to fundamentally replace rational activity with sensory activity."33 The riotous scopophilia of the inmates, together with the heightened sensitivity to sound attributed to the janitor earlier in the film, underscores Kinugasa's attention to the extreme conditions affecting the sensory apparatus of modern subjects. The scene expresses a social fear of the spread of the "madness" of abnormal perception and nervous agitation to "rational" modern subjects such as the janitor and the hospital staff.
Crossways, Blindness, and the "Floating World." The perils of "sensory activity" and the unreliability of sensory faculties are also central themes of Kinugasa's Crossways (also known as Crossroads or Shadows of the Yoshiwara).
Although its storyline is unrelated to that of A Page of Madness and the temporal setting is historical rather than contemporary, in terms of its themes and visual motifs, Crossways could be regarded as a virtual sequel to the earlier film. For instance, a circular, often spinning object appears in a sporadic and often enigmatic fashion in A Page of Madness, as a coin in the road, the striped ball behind the dancer in the opening montage, a button that transforms into a bauble in the deranged wife's hand, a spinning automobile tire, and a lottery wheel. The motif reappears in Crossways in shots of paper lanterns, balls, archery targets, and a spinning-wheel.34 As visual "targets," these circular items highlight the role of vision, both within the films and between the film images and viewers; their spinning motion underscores both films' thematic interest in states of disorientation and mesmerism. The motif also suggests a number of metaphorical or intertextual readings; the circular objects might be wheels of fortune, allusions to the karmic cycle, or intertextual references to Gance's La Roue. In any case, these recurrent circular figures are significant in establishing visual and thematic integrity not only within but also between Kinugasa's two films. The film's themes of misperception, misrecognition, and deception should be readily apparent from this synopsis. Despite its historical setting, however, several clues link the film's general themes to the more specific issues of modem subjectivity also explored in A Page of Madness. Just as Kinugasa finds a metaphor for the cinematic apparatus in the woman dancing behind bars in the asylum, he discovers an apt historical parallel for modem consumer society and its cinematic "dream factory" in the "floating world" (ukiyo) of courtesans and their patrons in Edo Japan.34 In the Yoshiwara quarter and its contiguous cultural territory, Kinugasa glimpsed an "entertainment" world made possible by an advanced money economy, driven by the purchasing power of the ascendant merchant class, and promoted by a minor industry of popular art (ukiyo-e), literature (gesaku), and theater (kabuki). The critical dimension of Kinugasa's film lies in the gap between the desire stimulated by the illusions of the floating world and the bitter economic situation of the film's protagonists. This theme links Crossways with contemporary works of socalled proletarian literature, left-leaning modernist literature, and "tendency" films, which frequently thematize the gap between the fashionable "moder" consumption that prevailed in the rapidly expanding mass media of the 1920s and the realities of everyday life for the majority of Japanese subjects during the stagnant economic conditions of that decade.
To pursue this historical parallel a bit further, it is worth noting that despite O-ume's designation in the English-language intertitles as "A Woman of the Yoshiwara," she is not a courtesan of the elegant and luxurious Yoshiwara teahouses but an employee of an archery range, a game arcade that served as a front for unlicensed prostitution (hence the prominent visual motif of the archery target).
Many of these ranges were not on the main streets of the Yoshiwara licensed quarter but were clustered around the Asakusa Kannon temple, which lay just outside the district. The ultimate ideological message the viewer takes from Crossways depends on whether the viewer (or the benshi) allocates blame on the system that has enmeshed the brother in a net of unreasonable desire or on his moral failure to distinguish between the false and the true. In either case, the film presents a paradox in its condemnation of perceptual delusion through a popular medium that is itself fundamentally reliant on illusion and sensual stimulation. This paradox, far from being an anomaly, is recognizable as a local manifestation of a widespread ambivalence toward cinematic modernity on the part of filmmakers in varying cultural and ideological contexts.
Film historian Miriam Hansen has argued that "American movies of the classical period [the 1920s through the 1950s] offered something like the first global vernacular"-a language she calls "vernacular modernism." "The juncture of classical cinema and modernity reminds us," she writes, "that the cinema was not only part and symptom of modernity's experience and perception of crisis and upheaval; it was also, most importantly, the single most inclusive cultural horizon in which the traumatic effects of modernity were reflected, rejected or disavowed, transmuted or negotiated."38 While Kinugasa's films speak a quite different "vernacular" than the Hollywood cinema of that era, they mark a powerful instance of how the "traumatic effects of modernity" could be both "reflected" and "disavowed" in film at the same moment.39 To borrow Yokomitsu Riichi's evocative phrase, both A Page of Madness and Crossways can be said to capture, as well as to critique, an avowedly modern range of "sensory activity."
While the naming of the shinkankakuha may have been fortuitous, the members' concern with issues of sense perception clearly was not; a similar concern is evident in the work of their filmmaking collaborator, Kinugasa. These artists' attention to the issue of sense perception may be partly attributable to their exposure to the works of European modernism and the avant-garde, as well as to contemporary scientific and philosophical theories. As Kinugasa's films remind us, however, Japanese modernism was at least as much a response to the experience of modernity (including its most basic somatic level) as it was an engagement with foreign literary, artistic, or intellectual trends. Kinugasa's films share with the shinkankakuha literary works an impulse to address and rework the qualities of speed, tempo, and rhythm, as well as the phenomena of hyperstimulation, scopophilia, and exhibitionism that mark the technological and commercial regimes of modernity-not the least of which is the cinema itself. a conception of modernity with strong "neurological" overtones in a lecture Soseki gave in 1911. Soseki proposed a definition of civilization as the "advancement, entanglement, and ongoing change" of two parallel responses to external stimuli: the conservation of "vital energies" as a negative response to the stimulus of duty and the consumption of these energies as a positive response to the stimulus of pleasurable pastimes. Labor-saving devices such as rickshaws, bicycles, and locomotives belong to the former category, while energy-consuming devices such as amusement park rides belong to the latter; together, these form the "warp and woof' of moder civilization. The problem for Japan, Soseki argues, is that "because of external pressure, Japan has had to leap all at once from a barely attained complexity level of twenty to a level of thirty in the two great areas of energy conservation and energy consumption." Soseki, 37. As one of my anonymous Cinema Journal readers pointed out, the trope of using a historical setting as an indirect means of commenting on a contemporary Japanese situation was not Kinugasa's innovation but can be traced to the kabuki theater practice of coding the contemporary to a historical or legendary "world" (sekai), a practice that developed in part as a method of circumventing the Tokugawa government's ban on works depicting contemporary political events. 
